GENE ACTION AND COMBINING ABILITY FOR NEPS AND SEED COAT NEPS IN COTTON (Gossypium hirsutum L.)
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ABSTRACT

Information about heritability and combining ability for neps and seed coat neps is necessary for the cotton breeding strategies. Seven cotton cultivars including 4 lines and 3 testers were mated in line x tester mating design. The 19 genotypes were grown in RCBBD with three replications in Aydın-Turkey conditions during 2014 growing season. Non-additive gene action was important in the expression of seed coat nep size, nep count and nep size. The parental lines Carmen and Claudia were good combiners for most nepappiness characteristics. Carmen x Flash, Julia x ST-468, Claudia x Carisma and Gloria x Flash were the superior crosses for selection in further generations of nepappiness breeding. It was recommended that the selection of individual plants for nepappiness should be performed in later generations (F1–F6).
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INTRODUCTION

Cotton is an important and strategic crop that has multiple contributes for the economy, widely grown in 53 countries in the world. In the 2017/18 season, global cotton production grew by 17 % to 26.8 million tons, following the 7 % production growth of the previous season. Turkey ranks ninth in the cotton sowning area, eighth in cotton production, second in cotton yield, fourth in cotton import and cotton consumption in the world (Anonymous, 2018).

Cotton breeding for fiber quality improvements has long been a primary objective of breeders. One important problem for early breeders was the lack of reliable and rapid methods to measure fiber characteristics (Baldwin et al., 1995). The AFIS (Uster Advanced Fiber Information System) instrument sizes and counts neps and seed coat neps in the lint stream. Neps and seed coat fragments remaining in fibers severely affect textile processing during spinning and dyeing (Jacobsen et al., 2001; Tekinsen, 2005; Bel and Xu, 2011). Because seed coat fragments remain in processed cotton attached to fibers, they can affect yarn quality and final fabrics by causing dyeing difficulties and holes in fabrics after “the dissolution of the seed coat tissue” (Pearson, 1955; Krifa et al., 1999). The genotypic differences and heritability on AFIS data for neps and seed coat neps have been few studies. Significant differences for neps and seed coat neps were identified among cotton cultivars in both G. hirsutum L. and G. hirsutum L. x G. barbadense L. hybrid populations (Mangialardi and Lalor, 1990; Boykin, 2008; Zeng and Meredith, 2010). The information on gene action and combining ability of neps and seed coat neps are needed to identify the suitable parents and promising cross combination in breeding program. Zeng and Bechere (2012) reported that neps and seed coat neps are controlled by additive gene effect due to higher general combining ability variance than that of specific combining ability.

There is a general lack of information on gene action and combining ability of neps and seed coat neps in cotton. This study was aimed to estimate gene action for neps and seed coat neps in line x tester population and identify good combiners for these traits. The results of the present study can help predict the potential of genetic improvement for these important for fiber nep characteristics in cotton cultivars.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

The genetic population was developed from crossing four lines; Gloria, Claudia, Carmen, and Julia, and three testers; ST-468, Carisma and Flash using line x tester mating design in cotton (Gossypium hirsutum L.). The varieties used as line and tester were deliberately selected for high fiber quality characteristics and well adaptive capacity, respectively. Our preliminary studies (unpublished) had showed that cultivars used as lines were lower SCN count (11.25-16.70 number g⁻¹) than testers.
The combined analysis of parents and crosses was done as suggested by Arunachalam (1974) and for combining ability analysis, the following model was used:

\[
Y_{ijk} = \mu + f_i + m_j + (mf)_{ij} + b_k + e_{ijk}
\]

where \(Y_{ijk}\) denotes the observation recorded on the \((i \times j)\) th cross in the \(k\) th replication; \(\mu\) is the general effect; \(f_i\) is the effect of the \(i\) th line; \(m_j\) is the effect of the \(j\) th tester; \(s_{ij}\) is the specific combining ability (SCA) effect of the \((i \times j)\) th cross; \(b_k\) is the \(k\) th block effect and \(e_{ijk}\) is the environmental effect (random error) associated with the \((ijk)\) th observation which is assumed to be normally and independently distributed with a mean of zero and variance \((\sigma^2)\).

\(\sigma^2_{GCA}\) and \(\sigma^2_{SCA}\) represent fixed type variances for lines and testers respectively. The weighted average of these two can be taken as an estimate of \(\sigma^2\) GCA, i.e.

\[
\sigma^2_{GCA} = [(t - 1) \sigma^2_{GCA} + (t - 1) \sigma^2_{SCA}]/(1 + t - 2)
\]

The ratio \(\sigma^2_{GCA}/\sigma^2_{SCA}\) will give an approximate idea about degree of dominance (Kaushik et al., 1984).

The variance analysis of line x tester suggested by Singh and Chaudhary (1979) were estimated using Microsoft Excel. Combining ability effects were computed for seed coat nep, seed coat nep size, number of nep and nep size.

### RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Significant variation was determined among genotypes for all the characters under study (Table 1). This reflects sufficient genetic variability and allows combining ability analysis. Also, it was shown that lines contributed higher for neppiness in this population because of significant differences among lines for SCN count, SCN size and nep size while non-significance for testers (Table 1). Genotypic differences for neppiness were determined by Mangialardi and Lalor (1990), Boykin (2008), Zeng and Meredith (2010) in cultivated species of cotton (G. hirsutum L. and G. barbadense L.).

Estimates of GCA and SCA variance ratio (\(\sigma^2_{GCA}/\sigma^2_{SCA}\)) which was smaller than unity revealed that non-additive gene action for the control of SCN size, nep count and nep size was higher than additive gene action (Table 1). The finding of non-additive gene effects do not corroborated by findings of Zeng and Bechere (2012) who observed greater \(\sigma^2\) GCA than \(\sigma^2\) SCA for neppiness in a hybrid populations involved exotic germplasm lines x elite germplasm in a North Carolina Design II. However, additive gene action for SCN count was found to be important in our population as reported by Zeng and Bechere (2012). The preponderance of non-additive type of gene actions clearly indicated that selection of superior plants, in terms of neppiness, should be postponed to later generation.

The mean square of parents vs hybrids for only nep size indicated that difference between the mean of parents (683.1 \(\mu\)m) and hybrids (651.7 \(\mu\)m) was significant (Table 1 and Table 2). In respect of neppiness, reduction in count and size of nep and SCN can improve yarn performance and fabric color quality (Mangialardi and Lalor, 1990). Among parents, testers, Flash, Carisma and ST-468 cultivars, were noteworthy as the parents with the worst fiber characteristics (Table 2). The lines, Claudia, Gloria, Julia and Carmen, were genotypes with lower nep count and size of fiber and SCN count. This confirms that lines and testers were deliberately selected for high fiber quality characteristics and well adaptive capacity, respectively as given in material and methods. Significant negative (desired) GCA effect of Claudia for SCN and nep count; Carmen and Flash for SCN size; Carmen for nep size was useful for the breeding of neppiness. No parent was identified with mean values and favorable GCA effects in all neppiness traits. Therefore, multiple crossing will be necessary to enhance recombination among parents.
Among crosses, three to twelve hybrids were detected significant and desired SCA for different nepness. These hybrids were Gloria x ST-468 for SCN count; Gloria x Flash for SCN size and Julia x ST-468 for nep size. In terms of mean values and negative SCA effects Claudia hybrids (x Flash and x Carisma), Carmen x Flash and Julia x Carisma were the best combinations with lower of SCN count. Carmen x Flash and Julia x ST-468 for SCN size; Carmen x Flash and Claudia x Carisma for nep count presented superior values while Gloria x Carisma, Carmen x Flash and Carmen x Carisma hybrids were combinations for nep size. The hybrids with favorable means, higher and positively SCA effects and involving at least one of the parents with suitable GCA effects have great...
importance for favorable alleles to breed neppiness in this study (Kenga et al., 2004).

Similar to parents, it was seen that hybrid combinations with favorable mean values and SCA effects for all neppiness characteristics were obtained in these populations. However, Carmen x Flash, Julia x ST-468, Claudia x Carisma and Gloria x Flash can be identified as promising hybrids. Especially, parents as used lines of mentioned 4 hybrids exhibited favorable means and GCA, although all cultivars as testers had poor neps characteristics. SCA effects of mentioned could result from mating any combination of high (Gloria and Julia) and low (ST-468) GCA parents.

CONCLUSIONS

The genetic variability originated from parental lines for neppiness in the studied population. The lines, Carmen and Claudia cotton genotypes, were good combiners to decrease the nep and seed coat nep in breeding of neppiness. Non-additive gene action was higher than additivity in inheritance of nep and seed coat nep. The preponderance of non-additive type of gene actions clearly indicated that selection of superior plants should be postponed to later generations. Also, bulk method between F₂ and F₃ generations can be used successfully for advancing progeny generations. Carmen x Flash, Julia x ST-468, Claudia x Carisma and Gloria x Flash populations with desired mean values and SCA effects should be recommended for selection in further generations.
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